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f = (% + X’c)‘( I% -I- X~>~[(b~Q~)~(c'~c)~-"]. 
I22 
2. 
Settiag p = ;, Q = Y’Y and R = X’X, and normalising the values of I55 and 
Xc to unit leen$h by setting b’ H’l% = c’X% f= I, we find that the f~~ctjo~ of 
section 1 may be expressed in the form 
df’ - 2)/2 = b’Y’Xc. 
The norrnakxd values of Yb and Xc associated with the awning points of t 
expression are known as the oanonical components of Y and X, respectively, 
see [I], pp. 288-306. 
Similarly, by setting p = 1 and then c =f= 0 in the function of Section I, we 
faZWe 
j’ = h’Y%fb’Qb. 
The values of Yb associated with the turning points of this function are known 
as the principal components of Y in the metric of Q. In particdar, when Q = lg 
this function defines the standard principal components of Y, see [ 11, pp. 272- 
287, fur details. 
In a simiHar way, by setting p = 0. b = 0, and R = P,,, we have the function 
f = dX’Xc/c’c which defines the standard principai components of X. 
These twc4 sets of principal components give rise to two distinct classes of 
estimators. In Section 3 we shall examine the class of estimators related to the 
principal components of Y and in Section 4 that related to the principaf 
components of X. Hn principle, our discussion of these two sets of estimators 
could be amalgamated into a single chss, but the results obtaimd seem more 
immediate in the familiar notation of statistics. 
Iif we again set ~3 = B but do not set c = Q, then the function 
.f’ = (HI + Xc)‘( p + Xc)/h’Q!J 
is minimised for each choice of h k>y setting c equal to 
&‘= -(X’X)_‘x’m. 
me M is the ua x n cdrthogonal pcojection matrix 
M = I,l - x(x%)-‘x’. 
Now setting Q = Y’Y and nomdising the first ekment of b = [- I hk]’ to - B ,
we have she fmction 
The vatue ~,f b which minimises the reciprocal I = l/f * of the function of 
Section 3.1 necessarily satisfies the first-order conditions ior a ~~~~~~~ oft 
fuaction, amely 
(Y’Y - kY’MY)b = 0: 
where k = I1 is the smakst root of the determinantat equation 
IY’Y - kY'MY/ = 0. 
Now, by definition, the g x g matrix Y’Y - kY’MY is singular when k is ii so- 
lartion of this determinantal equation and, in pilrticdar, it is singular w 
k = II. Normalking the corresponding value of b by setting its first 
element equal to - f , we firad that the EIML estimator of lj, is defined by the II 
equation 
( Y;Y2 - kY:MYI)b2 = (Y;y - kY:My). - w 
This last equation represents the general definition of Theil”s [2] k-dass esti- 
mator of & in the simultaneous equations model of Section 3.1. We have seen 
L estimator is a member off this class with k = iI. Other members 
include the ordinary Beast squares, (OLSj estimator 
b2 = (Y;Y?)-‘Y;-v 
I 
armd the two stage least squares (2SLS) estimator 
122 = f Y;x(x'x)-"x'Y~]-' Y~x(x'x)-'x',,~ 
corresponding to the values k = 0 and k = I, respectively. The 2SLS estimator 
is a ccmsistent estimator of & obtained by replacing Yz by its least squares 
predictor $ = X(X’X)-lX’Y~ in the first equation of the modei of Section 3.1. 
Again see [2], pp. 497-507, OF [4] for further details. 
Bf instead of setting p = 1. we se1 p = G and choose h to minin-is~ the 
!fU~CtiQ~ 
.f = (I% + Xc)‘( Yb + &)/c’Rc 
oice of C, then as in Section 3.1, we obtain the partially optimised 
function 
4‘ qi = Crx~Nxc~CrRC. 
ere N = p,, - Y( w>-’ Y’. 
12-l particular, if I’ = y has a single coh-mt and R = rx t 
expressed in the fQrm 
and this transf~smed farwction is dearly maximisedi whew Xc is the ~rQjec~~~~ of 
ace, that is, when c is a ~~~~~~~e of th mdinary least squares esai 
c = (XX) -‘YvJ* 
of ;’ in the single equation model 
y combining the ordimry least squares 0ptimaHity functisn of Section Lg.1 
with the corresponding function ~QS the sfan onents of X 
fmm Section 2.2. we may define the cQ~~~~~~~~ regression criterion 
where nonnegative values of the parameter 
k (1 - q)&X% 
= (2q- l)dc 
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correspond to the formula for a standard ridge regression estimator of ;’ ir, t 
model of Section 4. I, see [7] for details. This interpretation of the FFFCR es- 
timator may also be extended to negative values of k, see [8]. 
It is clear from our analysis that the LIML and CR estimators are based on 
diRerent compromises between the rnaximisation and minimisation of the 
function . f. More precisely, the LJML estimator of Section 3.1 is based on the 
maximisation of this function after it has been minimized over a11 values of c. 
By contrast, i~1 Section 4.1 the CKS. estimator of ;’ is obtained by minimisilng f 
after it has been rniraimised over alI values of 6. However, in the following 
section, we also firrd that the chss of continuum regression estimators is ob- 
tained by combining an expression corresponding to the unconstrained mini- 
mum of this function with a second expression corresponding to the 
constrained maxirnm-~~ ai rhe same function. 
These observations suggest that the usual principal component analysis of 
multivariate statistics may readily be generalised to incorporate a class of 
statistical estimators of considerable interest in econometrics and robust re- 
gression theory. A referee has suggested that the discussion in Section 4.2 may 
be further generalised by substituting Brooks and Stone’s [9] joint opaimaIity 
criterion for their earlier univariate contitauum regression criterion. However 
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